We have recently posted the following Interim Indexes on the Roadway Design Office Web Site:

**Interim Index 527 Directional Median Openings**: The purpose of this index is to provide the designer a reference for developing directional median openings. This index is not intended for inclusion in contract plans.

**Interim Index 528 Median Barrier Opening for Emergency Access**: The purpose of this index is to provide the designer a reference for developing emergency vehicle access through median barriers on limited access facilities. This index is not intended for inclusion in the contract plans.

**Interim Index 700 Roadside Offsets**: This interim drawing is intended to aid users in determining standard offsets to typical roadside objects or features. It is consistent with existing horizontal clearance criteria and typically does not need to be inserted into contract plans; however, this interim may be inserted into contract plans when the user deems its inclusion necessary.

The Roadway Design Office Web Site is: http://www11.myflorida.com/rddesign/default.htm

Please advise appropriate staff and consultants.

Brian A. Blanchard, P.E.
Florida Department of Transportation
State roadway Design Engineer
(850) 414-4377
email: brian.blanchard@dot.state.fl.us
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